
ART IN EVERYdAY LiFE   updated 5/08
a few other thoughts and a few questions in addition to those in the handout (which should
suffice all by themselves)
This final lecture in the set could have taken several other directions.  But there was something
appealing about getting students to ponder aspects of life and art that are literally closer to home,
and not simply devoted to art in museums and galleries.   What I find interesting is how the
lecture also in some respects parallels the notions of our first lecture:  “art bridging time, bridging
culture.”  The lecture featured numerous artists and designers who have reached back in time for
inspiration, or who have reached forward in an effort to create a wholly new cultural vision,
(sometimes looking both forward and backward), or who have reached across cultural boundaries
to achieve a new artistic synthesis.

INTRO
There is a huge amount of energy in contemporary design;  a seemingly infinite variety of
approaches to form and function, with something for everybody.

THE AGE OF PROGRESS
•  As proud as Victoria was of the Great Exhibition, it actually coincided with a turning point
downward in the influence of the Empire.    Consider the antithetical nature of the architecture
represented by figs. 544 and 544.   This comparison represents something of the cultural dilemma
for the English at that time, between those who longed nostalgically for a simpler rural life and
those who pushed for industrial growth.  Does this sort of tension still exist in our lives? (tradition
vs. change).  Give examples, and explain.

As the world’s first large pre-fabricated building, the Crystal Palace was movable, and in fact was
removed from Hyde Park to Sydenham shortly after the Great Exhibition was closed.  It was
actually enlarged at that time, and used for decades as a venue for various shows and
entertainment before it burned in 1936.

WILLIAM MORRIS and THE ARTS & CRAFTS MOVEMENT
•  What were the concerns Wm Morris had for art and society, and what were the principles of the
Arts & Crafts Movement?

See Wm Morris quotations p. 397:  anything "is beautiful if it is in accord with nature." and:
"simplicity of life begetting simplicity of taste."    compare with the Bauhaus aesthetic, and
with Wright’s.

•  Walter Crane said of Morris (Sayre p. 398) "The great advantage of the Morrisian method is
that it leads itself to either simplicity or splendor.  You might be almost plain enough to please
Thoreau, with a rush bottomed chair, piece of matting, and oaken trestle-table, or you might have
gold and luster gleaming from the side-board, and jeweled light in your windows, and walls
hung with rich arras tapestry."

What was the irony in Morris's production?  (that hand-crafting was prohibitively expensive).

•  Consider Morris’s golden rule: “Have nothing in your houses which you do not know to be
useful, or believe to be beautiful.”  Although Morris had his own ideas about beauty, the
quotation at face value allows for diverse tastes.  What it encourages is for everyone to
contemplate beauty, to consider the aesthetics or utility of all that we possess, and to live more
simply.  (do we hear an echo of Gandhi’s call for simplicity?   or Thoreau?   others?) What about
the cluttered lives we lead?   Unlimited gadgets and toys.  Things.



See fig 549 for Wm's daughter May’s work in embroidery.  Consider the gender bias of the time,
and May's role in founding the Women's Guild of Art.

SOME EARLY (and some more recent) 20th CENTURY DESIGN and ARCHITECTURE
Is design an art?   Has it always been so?   (what we call “art” has changed with time.  The cave
painters for example did not imagine they were making “art”.  They just did it.)

Do you agree that architects and designers are "in charge" of everyday living?  What power do
consumers have in determining the quality of our daily life?

(Consider Wright’s quotation:  "a sense of the organic is indispensable to an architect" and
Wright’s admiration of Japanese simplicity.   Find parallels from other parts of the lecture (not
only Morris, but also the tea bowl /  the Leach-Hamada connection.  Unfortunately Sayre
doesn’t include Leach & Hamada.).

Consider Wright's and Mies van der Rohe's houses (figs. 519 and 525).  Both are in nature.  But
is there any difference?  Describe.

•  Quotations from Wright in the lecture:
“The good building makes the landscape more beautiful than it was before the building was
built.”
“There should lie in the very science and poetry of structure the inspired love of Nature.”
“Broadly stated, the first and supreme principle of Japanese aesthetics consists in stringent
simplification by elimination of the insignificant and a consequent emphasis of reality.”

Anni Albers, according to Sayre, regarded the geometric play of her tapestry (fig 472) as rooted
in nature.  Compare with Morris's tapestry as images inspired by nature  (fig. 545) and with
Wright’s abstraction of natural forms (see figs 551 & 552).

•  What principles appear to govern design today?   Do you see nature in contemporary design?
Are designs today governed by concern for utility?   What else?

•  Of what value is ornament?   Do you value ornament?   Are glass box towers boring?   (and the
reverse question:  can post-modern architectural play sometimes be superficial?)

•  How can utility be beautiful?    How is the vacuum cleaner (fig. 576) beautiful?    Identify
something which you feel to be beautiful that is mass-produced, and say why.

•  What is the value of a hand-crafted work?  Do you possess anything completely hand-crafted?
Has it a special value to you?   why?   Are there some things that should not be hand-crafted?
(Would we really want a hand-crafted car for example?  I doubt it.).

•  Gropius and Le Corbusier saw in the machine the salvation of humanity.  Do you agree with
them?   (if not, where do you see our salvation?)

Gropius saw "no essential difference" between fine arts and crafts.  Do you?  (see page 410)

(Mass production was practiced in ancient Greece and Rome, by the way.  Molds with relief
carving were made for some Roman ceramic ware for daily use, known as aretine.)



Is "stylistic pluralism" a good thing, or just a reaction against "good taste" (see pp 416-418).

•  Must design always change?  (consider the Coca Cola logo, fig. 582)

Seaside was the town featured in the film Truman.  There are no lawns in Seaside;  a lawn was
temporarily installed to satisfy the needs of the film.

•  In light of Seaside, discuss how old forms can inspire innovation (or how old forms can be used
innovatively).  (so it has been for much of western art history).   Consider also the recent
revival of the bungalow style house. (see Gladu, page 375)

Discuss how our point of view can change with time.  (once upon a time the locomotive was seen
as a rude disturbance of rural peace, and now the lonesome whistle of the choo-choo tugs at our
national nostalgia;  yesterday’s garbage can be today’s treasure, etc.)

•  Some connections, parallels, and departures:
Morris, Le Corbusier, the Bauhaus -  all were passionate in wanting to create a new society
Morris, Art Nouveau, Wright -  all based their design on natural forms, but in different ways
Morris and Wright -  concerned with every aspect of the design of space, including the contents
Morris and the Bauhaus -  looked to medieval Europe as inspiration for integrating arts and crafts
Morris said machines could not make art, and only grudgingly allowed for any mass production
Wright -  freely allowed for machine production, but his forms were not based on the machine
Le Corbusier, the Bauhaus - embraced the machine both in production and in inspiring new forms
Le Corbusier, the Bauhaus -  did not wish their forms to be natural, and eliminated ornament
Le Corbusier, the Bauhaus - wanted to create something wholly new, with no reference to the past
Wright looked in all directions:  backward, forward, and across cultures (esp. Japanese, Mayan)

SOME POSSIBLE MINI-CRITIQUES TO CONSIDER IN CLASS
•  What chair or couch in Sayre seems most inviting?   (figs. 546, 547, 550, 564, 570, 578, 579)
why?   consider the Breuer (pronounced Broy’er) chair (fig. 570).  it’s 80 years old, and is still in
production.  Sayre says it’s “an icon of the machine age.”  (p. 410).  how so?

Would you personally rather have tea in a cup as in the manufactured ware featured in fig. 575, or
a Japanese tea bowl (see fig 451)?   why?

•  How do the proposed designs for the new World Trade Center seem appropriate.... or not?
(see figs 540-542)   SEE SAYRE’S OWN QUESTIONS AT THE END OF PAGE 394!

•  How does a Cadillac seem to symbolize the 1950's? (fig. 580)

Compare fig 485 with 486.  What is postmodernism?   Is Johnson & Burgee's design truly
timeless or does it merely lack a sense of "artistic invention"?

Does the interior in fig 565 seem almost 85 years old, or still alive to contemporary taste?

If you could possess one object in the Sayre reading for today which would it be and why?

•  Which would your dream home look like?   Red House (fig 544)?  Fallingwater (519)?
Farnsworth (fig. 525)?    Villa Savoye (fig. 522)?   explain your choice.

•  Were the designers of the Templeton Administration building on campus right to "conform" in



some ways to the look of the structures surrounding?   How is the building different?  is it more
dynamic?  how?  (in its formal structure it is descended from Palladian symmetry;  one need only
think of the White House as a basic parallel in form.)   Should our new library have  “conformed”
as Templeton did?  Why / why not?    Compare the original dorm design with the new dorm
design.  What do you think?  We might have adopted a new“Seaside” look.  What would you
have thought of that?

•  Does campus architecture look "60's" to you?  if so how so?    Would Ivy League “gothic” or
Southern neoclassical be suitable architectural styles for Eckerd College?   Why / why not? What
about the Florida “mediterranean style” (as in the Don Cesar, or the Vinoy)?

•  If you have different types of desks in your classroom, critique them.  which is better designed?
Which is best in terms of utility?    Which is more appealing to look at?  How would you modify
any desk to make it both more appealing and more suitable for writing or study?

What is "streamlining?"  Do you see any examples of it around you?

•  Drive up (or imagine driving up) 34th Street and discuss whether or not our culture has an
aesthetic problem.  What sorts of concerns motivate urban development in St. Pete?

•  Bring something to class (a bowl, a teapot, a tool, a lamp, etc.) which you feel is beautifully
designed.   Say why you think so and have the class discuss.   Or invite members of the class to
bring either such an object or else a picture (an ad) of what they feel is a beautifully
designed object, and discuss in light of the reading.

CERAMICS
See page in WHGC faculty guide for some ceramics terms.

re:  Voulkos (f.y.i. Voulkos, Soldner, and Rudy Autio were all here on campus in 1998 giving
a weekend workshop in Fox Hall.  Brian once studied with Paul Soldner)

•  what is shoshin?   (see Sayre pp. 342-343)   What do you make of X-Neck by Voulkos?

•  Compare a teabowl (fig. 451) with the cup in fig. 575.  What values seem to be expressed in
each?   What are wabi and sabi all about?

FINALE
Do you see in our culture evidence of decline?   Are we perhaps in the last stages of civilization?
(in the “old days” of Lloyd Chapin’s lecture at this point in the course, he made reference to
Oswald Spengler’s writing, in which context Lloyd said that while hopes seem to burn brightly in
some hearts, some others see reason to despair the loss of a sense of cultural unity, and to rue the
waste and tastelessness visible all around.)    Where do your hopes lie?   (see question 9 of lecture
handout)   Do we have good reason for hope?   Do we live in exciting times full of promise?  Do
we see hope in technology and access to information?  in increasing global awareness?  in
diversity and pluralism?   in the human touch?   in the machine?    in the seemingly inexhaustible
human imagination?   What role might beauty play in our perception of our present and our
future?
•  See also question 4 of lecture handout:  e.g. what might future generations have to think about
the residue of our culture?  Are we building anything worth preserving?   Is anything being built
to last?   Should we expect otherwise in a world of limited natural resources?   What evidence do
you see that “they don’t make them like they used to?”  (and is this always necessarily bad?



consider for example that we don’t build ships like the USS Constitution anymore, and that’s a
good thing as far as trees are concerned.)   Is progress being made in designing buildings today
which are environmentally sound and energy efficient (“sustainable”)?   Are building materials
adequately recycled once a structure is demolished?  Is much of our culture in danger of being
lost because of our increasing dependency upon the computer storage of our lives?
•  What challenges are you ready to face?   How important is it that we become truly active
participants (not merely passive consumers) in our culture?   How important is it that we support
the arts in our schools and communities?  How important is it that we each work to develop and
refine our aesthetic awareness?   How important is it that we fight to preserve that which is good
in our culture?  How important is it that we learn to live more simply?   How important is it that
we have (or at least try to have) nothing in our houses which we do not know to be useful, or
believe to be beautiful?


